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Abstract

Patching of flexible pavements is one of the most important functions of pavement maintenance. Although finite
element modeling has become commonplace in the world of pavement engineering, modeling has not yet been
significantly leveraged for maintenance applications which improve safety, ride quality, and pavement service life. The
objective of this study was to model viscoelastic properties of pavement and patching materials to determine the
effect of various repair factors on pavement performance using the finite element method. Specifically, surface
permanent deformation, local shear stress concentration, and horizontal strain distribution were investigated. Two
types of models were simulated; the first model applied static loading to a surface layer fixed on a plate and the
second model applied cyclic traffic loading to a two-layered flexible pavement system. The results demonstrate the
importance of patching using a semi-permanent method. The results also demonstrated the accumulated effect of
repeated loading using a time-dependent material response. Results also indicated that a larger patching area
resulted in less influence of the shape of the area, while a circular area proved superior to a conventional rectangular
patch for sizes near the tire footprint and smaller than it. Different responses were observed depending on the type of
patching material modeled, demonstrating the effect of material choice in maintenance applications. Finally, mesh
optimization was performed to ensure appropriate mesh sizes are used in future studies to accurately represent the
pavement layers and patches.
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Introduction
Potholes are one of the most critical and widespread types
of damage encountered by flexible highway pavement
agencies. The most typical causes of pothole formation
are freeze and thaw cycles, although other factors such
as construction, material quality, and traffic loading can
play roles in all weather. Loading and temperature related
stresses cause cracking on the surface of asphalt layer,
where moisture is prone to penetrate, freeze, and widen
the previous cracks. However, as heating and cooling
flux cycles occur, evaporated moisture leave holes on the
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surface, which greatly impacts ride quality, safety, and can
lead to a shortened pavement life if the sections are not
properly maintained.
Various strategies have been used to repair flexible pave-

ments in the past. Semi-permanent patching has been
demonstrated to result in durability and longevity of the
repaired area [1]. In this method, general steps include:
1) removing water and dust from the defected areas; 2)
sawing to square up the patching area; 3) applying the
patching materials; 4) compacting the materials, and 5)
opening to traffic [2]. However, lacking consistent proce-
dures for patching, different agencies and even districts
within an agency may apply various patching materials
and/or cut distinctly shaped repairs. In most patched
sections, cold mix asphalt or hot mix asphalt are the main
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materials selected. cold mix asphalt (CMA) is a com-
monly used material in maintenance applications which,
like hot mix asphalt (HMA), consists of mineral aggre-
gates and a bituminous binder. Especially for cold climates
when hot mix asphalt plants are closed, cold mix often
becomes the main alternative. CMA is a material with vis-
coelastic, or time-dependent properties similar to HMA.
However, there are few published studies focusing on the
effects of viscoelastic properties of cold mix on pavement
repairs. One study from Shanbara et al. modeled fibre-
reinforced and unreinforced cold mix asphalt to evaluate
the effectiveness of reinforced cold mix asphalt in mit-
igating rutting and expanding pavement service life [3].
Another study by Shabara et al. [4] presented a cold mix
design method and used Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to
model the designed mixes.
Moreover, no matter what materials are employed for

patching, stress concentration is a concern at the bound-
ary between existingmaterials and new patchedmaterials.
Ghosh et al. conducted two-dimensional finite element
simulations to determine the effect of geometric config-
uration of pothole on reducing stresses at the boundary
between existing pavement and the patching area, consid-
ering the pavement linear elastic materials [5] and used
a planar shell model [5]. Other studies have also focused
on modeling the repair of pavement materials. Chen
et al. [6] proposed a 3-D FEM to investigate the mechani-
cal response of patching in partial depth repair of concrete
pavements. They found that tensile stress depends on
repair depth, damage location along the slab, and material
properties. Patching materials were recommended based
on the slab location. Pratico et al. [7] focused on the model
of macrotexture of flexible pavement. They simulated
common surface treatments based on different material
property inputs. This was also validated with experimen-
tal results. On the side of modeling shear stresses, Ling
et al. [8] utilized 3-D FEM to simulate and investigate the
top-down crack propagation. And they claimed that pave-
ment top-down cracking depends on various factors. They
focused especially on shear stress caused by loading at the
edge of or within the tire contact area.
The present study is focused on investigating the effect

of vertical tire pressure on patched areas. Static and cyclic
loading conditions are applied to a patched pavement
section modeled using a finite element engine. Unlike past
studies, this study evaluates the surface layer in a lay-
ered system from both viscoelastic (time-dependent) and
three-dimensional perspectives. In addition to determin-
ing the three-dimensional viscoelastic response, a second
goal of this study is to understand the effect of the size of
the repaired volume. Different materials are evaluated to
determine the impact of changes in the interface between
existing pavement materials and patching materials, and
the effect of using elastic versus viscoelastic patching

materials. Finally, the authors focus on developing a mesh
optimization framework to ensure that future studies are
conducted with the right level of fineness to ensure reli-
able results while maintaning computational efficiency.
This paper represents part of an ongoing effort by the
researchers [9] to better leverage finite element modeling
for assisting roadway maintenance engineers with deci-
sion making. This study builds on the previous study by
refining the models to be more realistic, evaluating more
combinations including the most critical patched area
size, and performing mesh optimization and comparison
analysis to mechanistic strain analysis solutions derived
via elastic layer theory.

Materials
Viscoelastic modeling of asphalt materials
Asphalt binder presents its viscoelastic properties as a
combination of an elastic solid and a viscous fluid. The
binder’s viscoelatic properties are transferred to the mix,
resulting in a visocelstic mix which can be represented by
mathematical models. The viscous part is represented by
a dashpot, whose viscosity is ηi. The elastic part is repre-
sented by a spring, whose elastic modulus is Ei. Among
different mathematical models, the generalized Kelvin-
Voigt model which can also be called the Voigt model can
be used to represent the time-dependent compliance and
modulus. The generalized nature of the model means it
represents the material with a series of individual Voigt
elements which consist of an elastic spring andNewtonian
dashpot in parallel, since one single Voigt element is not
enough to describe the long period behavior [10]. Another
commonly used model is the generalized Maxwell model,
which aims at representing the relaxation modulus and
represents the material using springs and dashpots in
series. Due to its efficiency in modeling linear viscoelas-
tic behavior and its compatibility with Abaqus software,
the generalized Maxwell model is applied in this study
and is represented by a Prony series [11]. The resulting
formulation [12] is Eq. (1).

E(t) = E∞+
m∑

i=1
Eie

−t
ρi (1)

where E(t) is the relaxation modulus; E∞ is the equilib-
rium elastic modulus, E∞ = lim

t→∞E(t); t is the loading
time; ρi is the relaxation time; Eq. (1) is also written as
Eq. (2) in Abaqus.

G(t) = G0

[
1 −

m∑

i=1
gi

(
1 − e

−t
ρi

)]
(2)

where G(t) is the shear relaxation modulus; G0 is instan-
taneous shear modulus; G0 = lim

t→0
G(0); t is the loading
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Table 1 Existing pavement Prony series parameters

Existing pavement of surface layer [13] Base layer [13]

gi ρi Poisson’s ratio Elastic modulus /MPa Poisson’s ratio

0.631 0.0206 0.35 193 0.3

0.251 0.173

0.0847 1.29

0.0267 5.35

0.00666 106

Elastic modulus /MPa
9840

time; ρi is the relaxation time; and gi and ρi are Prony
series coefficients in Abaqus [14].
The time/frequency dependent properties of asphalt

mixtures and binders are described in either time domain
or frequency domain. Commonly used tests in time
domain are relaxation, creep, [11] and fatigue tests
[15]. Through Laplace transformation and intercoversion
[16–18], the creep compliance results can be converted
into corresponding relaxation results. Furthermore, if
with relaxation tests results, parameters including shear
modulus components and relaxation times required to fit
a Prony series can be obtained by fitting test data [19, 20].

Materials characterization
Since the study focuses on the investigating pavement
response with and without patching materials, the sur-
face layer, where maintenance typically occurs, is the
main study object. Therefore, the existing surface layer
was simulated as viscoelastic HMA materials and a con-
ventional aggregate base layer was simulated as a linear
elastic material as shown in Table 1. Material properties
for input were obtained from existing literature in which
FEA simulations were performed on conventional flexible
pavement structures. The effect of temperature was not
considered in this study. Therefore, materials properties

were adopted at 25°C. For a preliminary evaluation of
the effect of patching, CMA was the patching material in
most of the following simulations. However, to consider
the implications of patching with different repair mate-
rials, various patching materials, including CMA, HMA,
and epoxy materials (properties shown in Table 2), were
compared for a sensitivity analysis, described later in this
paper.

Finite element model simulations
The finite element method is one of the most success-
ful techniques to predict and analyze flexible pavement
behavior [3]. Finite element models developed in the
present study are twofold: 1) A surface layer fixed on a
plate and 2) a two-layered system with a surface layer
and unbound base layer. The first model was employed
to investigate the deformation of patching on the surface
layer, with the goal of determining the effect of patching
potholes on reducing stresses and further defect forma-
tion. This model also assesses the horizontal stress as a
comparison with the work of Ghosh et al. [5]. The sec-
ond model was established based on repaired flexible
pavements, simulating a series of loading-and-unloading
cycles to determine the effect of accumulated stresses
when various factors were changed.

Table 2 Repaired materials Prony Series parameters

Repaired Materials

CMA [3] HMA [21] Epoxy [22]

gi ρi Poisson’s ratio gi ρi Poisson’s ratio Elastic modulus /MPa Poisson’s ratio

0.563 0.1 0.35 0.654117 0.000016 0.35 3800 0.35

0.39 1 0.214586 0.012589

0.029 10 0.0612 1.258925

0.012 100 0.028685 12.589254

0.003 1000 0.019241 39.810717

0.015087 79.432823

Elastic modulus /MPa Elastic modulus /MPa
464 6459
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Fig. 1Model of static simulation with filled and unfilled pothole

Model geometry and boundary conditions
Based on the nature of pavement structure, continuum 3-
dimensional 8 node solid elements (C3D8) were selected.
Because of the symmetry of loading and model geometry
and to reduce computational effort required, the pave-
ment section was simulated as one quarter section applied
with symmetrical boundary conditions [23]. For part 1,
each quarter section was modeled as a 50 mm thick,
600 mm by 800 mm rectangle. The tire imprint was a
216.4 mm (8.52 in) by 149.0 mm (5.87 in) rectangular
area, which is discussed further in the loading condition
section. When evaluating the importance of patching, the
model compared the structure with a circle patch of 149
mm radius and without any patch, as shown in Fig. 1.
When assessing the horizontal stress as the comparison
with previous study, the scale of repairs was the same or
similar to the tire imprint at a 149mm radius circle or a
149mm by 216.4 mm rectangle, as shown in Fig. 2.
In the second phase of the study, each quarter section

was modeled as a 50 mm thick, 600 mm by 800 mm rect-
angle with a filled volume of various sizes and shapes
as descried below. Two shapes for the repair area were
evaluated, rectangular and circular. Small repairs were
considered as those smaller than the tire footprint, with
dimensions of one quarter size being an 81.6 mm radius
circle or an 81.6 mm by 149 mm rectangle. Medium size
repairs were the same or similar to the tire imprint at a
149mm radius circle or a 149mm by 216.4 mm rectangle.

Large size repairs were much larger than the tire imprint
area. For large repairs, due to meshing problems, the lon-
gitudinal dimension instead of transverse dimension was
selected as the reference. Therefore, large repairs were a
298mm by 432.8 mm rectangle and a 432.8 mm radius cir-
cle. The plan view of this series of model are elaborated
in Fig. 3. Corresponding with the description above, green
parts in this figure represent the tire imprint, the yellow
parts represent the repairs. Therefore, with rectangular
shape and circle shape matched with small, medium and
large patches, six models were established in this part.
Based on previous studies [2] and manuals [24], semi-

permanent patching is a common method for repairing
potholes. In this patching procedure, workers do not dig
deeper material out of the pothole, and patching is placed
in a depth consistent with the depth of the holes. There-
fore, although it is critical in terms of effect on repair
performance, thickness is not evaluated in this study due
to the difficulty of controlling it. In this study, to avoid
the thickness effect on pacthing, patches are placed at the
same depth.
The interface is assumed as a rough interaction between

the original surface and patching material. When the
model was established, the merge function was used to
connect the existing region and patching region, which
ensures that the interface is fully bonded. It is impor-
tant to note that the interface plays an important role
in impacting the patch performance (strains, stresses

Fig. 2Model of static simulation when loading was applied on the patches
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Fig. 3 Plan view of six cyclic loading models

and deformations), so more details about varying the
interface condition are discussed in “Asphalt interface
model” section.

Loading conditions
Two loading conditions were evaluated. For part 1, the
static loading is applied for 60 sec for evaluating the per-
manent deformation of the surface layer. The loading area
is located close to the pothole area, shown in Fig. 1,
due to the impossibility of applying loading on a empty
pothole in Abaqus. Additional modeling was performed
in which the load covers the patched area, as shown
in Fig. 2.
In the second part of this study, to enable better future

comparison of our results with laboratory tests such as

the wheel tracking test (as done by [3]), the applied load-
ing frequency models a wheel passing over the section at
a speed of 0.17 m/s. In terms of loading magnitude, based
on the work of Huang et al. [10], the standard dual-tandem
with 40 kips loads, consisting of 0.7MPa (100 psi) of each
tire imprint, is applied on a 216.4 mm (8.52 in) by 149.0
mm (5.87 in) rectangular area. Also, the loading scheme
for this series of models is fixed while the patch shapes and
sizes change as discussed before. The pressure is applied
regularly for 41 cycles, shown in Fig. 4. Previous research
has shown that vertical pulse loading is an effective way
to represent moving vehicle loads on flexible pavement
structures [25]. Within each cycle, which is 1.44 s, loading
pressure is applied for 0.17s followed by 1.27s relaxation
time.

Fig. 4 Cyclic loading arrangement
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Simulation results
Static loading simulations
Figure 5 shows the maximum deformation of the sur-
face layer exposed to static loading both with and without
patches. Figure 6 illustrates the maximum displacement
along the bottom edge of the tire imprint area. From the
comparison, the pavement layer with the patches lowers
the maximum displacement, which happens at the left
edge adjacent to the wheel imprint, while the layer with
the unfilled pothole deforms two times larger than the one
with the patches at the left edge of the pothole. Therefore,
the static loading condition model confirms the impor-
tance of patching pavement defects. After understanding
the necessity of patching, the horizontal stress analysis
of the model surface is conducted for patched sections.
Figure 7 reflects the effect of different shapes of patches
on horizontal stress. Rectangular patches result in higher
local stress concentrations around the imprint area than
circle patches, which is consistent with the findings of
Ghosh et al. [5] based on a 2D tensile elastic model.

Cyclic loading simulations
For small dimensions of holes in Fig. 8, with regard to
horizontal strains, the most critical location is at the
bottom of the surface layer at the end of the loading
period. Among small repairs, a circular shape helps reduce
the horizontal tensile strain at the bottom the surface
layer and the bottom bonding area, as shown in Table 3.
As cycles increase, the cumulative effect shows that the
tensile strain increases after each loading period, while
decreasing after each recovery period. For deformation
comparisons, the deepest rutting happens at the center
of the repaired area due to the higher flexibility of CMA
compared with existing aged HMA. Even though the there
is less difference in terms of rutting between rectangular
and circular repairs, heaving taking placing at the imprint
area at the end of all cycles for circular repairs is much
smaller than that of rectangular repairs, which is consis-
tent with the findings of Shanbara et al. [3]. Shear stress
is also considered an evaluation index since the loading
is vertically applied to pavement, which can result in for-
mation of surface defects or top-down cracks. In order to
make sure the effect from the tire imprint edge is anal-
ogous in both models, shear stress S13 is selected as an
evaluation factor such that the horizontal distance of the
edge of patching areas to the edge of the tire imprint is the
same for both rectangular and circular repairs, as shown
in Fig. 8. The results indicate two areas of interest within
the structure. One of the most critical areas is located at
the middle depth of the surface layer, while the other crit-
ical part is around the bonding area. Results in Table 3
show that at the middle part of the surface layer under the
right edge of the imprint, geometric shape does not play
a big role in influencing shear stress, but at the interface

area, the circular shape helps reduce stress at both the
surface and bottom.
For medium sized patching areas, Fig. 9 and Table 4

show horizontal strain in the surface layer and surface ver-
tical deformations follow the same trends as the smaller
patched areas. Meanwhile, the second most critical part
is located at the surface interface between patches and
the existing pavement, where the circle shape shows more
benefits for reducing tensile strains. This is a crucial dif-
ference between medium sized repairs and the smaller
patches and the reason that surface bonding area is inves-
tigated in Table 4. As the number of loading cycles
increases, the advantage of the circular shape becomes
more prominent, reflecting the importance of using vis-
coelastic analysis to understand pavement maintenance
treatments. From Table 4, at the imprint area, the cir-
cular shape reduces the shear stress only after the last
cyclic recovery period by 10.47% compared to the rect-
angular shape, whereas at the bonding area, the circular
shape helps to decrease shear stress by 14.23% and 23.39%
at the end of the final load cycle and recovery period,
respectively.
Figure 10 shows that for a large patching area, the

horizontal strains at the interface between patching mate-
rial and existing pavement at the bottom of the surface
layer does not show an explicit difference between circu-
lar repairs and rectangular repairs. Therefor, horizontal
strain comparisons were made only in terms of imprint
areas, instead of at bonding areas, in Table 5. In this
table, the tension zone refers to the area directly below
the loading area. The adjacent area is referred to as the
compression zone due to the presence of the compressive
strain. In both the compression zone and tension zones,
the circular shape reduces the horizontal strain through-
out the simulation. Deformation caused by tire loading is
independent of the shape of repairs because the loading
contact areas are almost identical for both shapes. How-
ever, the heaving deformation at the location of bonding
caused by circular patches is still smaller than that caused
by rectangular patches at the end of the recovery period.
As for the shear stress, S23 was selected as the indicator
in order to keep the same longitudinal distance between
the edge of patching areas to the edge of the wheel imprint
for both shapes. Based on the results in Table 5, circular
repairs perform better than rectangular repairs for both
the surface bonding area and under imprint area.
Figure 11 shows the responses of pavements with circu-

lar and rectangular repairs at the bonding areas. Regard-
less of the repair shape, responses at the bonding area,
including horizontal strain, surface deformation and ver-
tical shear stress, indicate that the medium size repair
results in the worst case scenario, because the tire loading
imprint’s edge is close to the boundary between existing
pavement and repair material, where critical shear can
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Fig. 5Maximum deformation of the surface layer with and without patches

Fig. 6 Time-dependent maximum deformation of the surface layer without and with patches along the edge of model

Fig. 7Maximum principal stress of the surface layer with circular repairs (a) and rectangular repairs (b)
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Fig. 8 Comparisons of circular and rectangular shape for small repairs, a and b are horizontal strain (E11) at 0.17s, c and d are shear stress (S13) at
0.17s, e and f are vertical deformation (U3) at 59.03s

lead to debonding. The largest repair areas generally result
in the least shear stress at the interface. However, regard-
less of the repair shape, large repairs results in the largest
level of permanent deformation, followed by medium and
then small repairs. Overall, this indicates that recurrent
failure is a patch may occur most often for areas of similar
size to the tire footprint, but large areas may be the most
susceptible to future structural issues.

Simulation improvement
Mesh sensitivity analysis
Because the mesh size in FEA highly influences the

accuracy of the results, to determine the optimum mesh
size and distribution, a mesh sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted. There are several methods to analyze mesh sen-
sitivity, including assessing the convergence of simulation
results by changing element distributions and comparing
the value with other numerical analysis methods. Accord-
ing to the method used by Hernanadez et al. [26], the
total strain energy of the model was utilized as a criterion
to evaluate the optimized mesh configuration. However,
because the present model involved cyclic loading, the
total strain energy changed with time. Therefore, in the

present study, in order to compare the total strain energy
under the same condition, the total strain energy at the
time when the energy reaches its maximum value was
measured for all mesh configurations, and is presented
in Fig. 12. The normalized total strain energy as a func-
tion of the number of elements is plotted in Fig. 12. As
the number of elements increases from Mesh 0 to Mesh
1 to Mesh 2, the total strain energy tends to be stable at
95% of that of Mesh 0. Moreover, Mesh C was created to
represent a coarser mesh distribution scenario than Mesh
0, which only contained 464 elements. The normalized
total strain energy claims that a higher and more unsta-
ble total strain energy comes from coarser mesh condition
as expected. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that
increasing the elements in materials bonding area appro-
priately leads to the convergence of the results, but that
Mesh 0 is suitable for the purposes of this study.
The other method is to use comparison with the mech-

anistic computational results ofWinJULEA, a well-known
and commonly used pavement analysis software. Because
the mesh sensitivity analysis was the goal in this section,
the former material properties in FEA were all converted
to elastic propertiwa in the mesh sensitivity analysis
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Table 3 Pavement effect of small size repairs for circle and rectangle at different time and locations

Time Period description Location Comparison %

Horizontal strain E11 /MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Bottom of surface layer 10.75

57.77s End of loading Bottom of surface layer 16.44

59.03s End of recovery Bottom of surface layer 32.23

0.17s End of the 1st loading Bottom bonding area 24.80

57.77s End of loading Bottom bonding area 28.99

59.03s End of recovery Bottom bonding area 50.46

Vertical Displacement U3 /mm 0.17s End of the 1st loading Center of the repairs 0.49

57.77s End of loading Center of the repairs 0.71

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (rutting) 28.65

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (heaving) 22.94

Vertical shear stress S13/MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Surface bonding area 1.01
End of the 1st loading Bottom bonding area 10.88

57.77s End of loading Surface bonding area 0.90
End of loading Bottom bonding area 10.75

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area 39.44
End of recovery Bottom bonding area 13.27

0.17s End of the 1st loading under the imprint -9.30

57.77s End of loading under the imprint -9.20

59.03s End of recovery under the imprint -2.91

Note: Comparisons indicates the percent improvement of the circle shape compared to the rectangular one. Positive number means circle shaped patch is performs better
than rectangular one for the corresponding impact factor. And the larger the positive percentage is, the more noticeable this corresponding improved effect is

model to be consistent with theWinJULEA input. Besides
materials, the loading area was simulated as a circular
area in FEA, which is what is used in WinJULEA. As
with the above method of evaluating convergence, three
similar types of mesh arrangement were established to
observe the trend of the difference of FEA results from
that of WinJULEA results. Table 6 presents that Mesh 2,
the densest mesh, reduced changes of tensile strain at the
bottom of surface layer and shear stress at the edge of the
tire decrease to 10% and 6%, separately compared with
those of original Mesh 0. This confirms the mesh qual-
ity improves as the number of elements are increased.
However, when comparing the surface displacement, dif-
ference between FEA and WinJULEA increases as the
mesh is densified, although the difference is largely neg-
ligible. Given that WinJULEA was based on semi-infinite
space as boundary condition, while the FEA in this study
modeled one quarter of pavement structure to repre-
sent patched area combined with existing pavement, some
error is expected as a baseline due to the boundary con-
ditions. Likewise, Mesh C was simulated to compare with
WinJULEA results to represent a worse scenario. Compar-
ison results indicates significant change in terms of above
three indicators. However, it is overall critical to note that
densifying the mesh can improve the results based on this
analysis. It is the intention of the authors to conduct such
analysis using finer meshes to determine if the results of
this study are confirmed; however, this analysis is beyond

the scope of this study due to limitations on available
computational resources.

Asphalt interface model
In the present study, the bonding area was simulated in
the way that assumed full bonding, even though in prac-
tice, the bonding property relies on the adhesive nature
of the materials and good construction practices. How-
ever, the effect of usage of the merge function and various
tangential interactions between two parts were not yet
well-established for pavement FE simulations. The former
assumed that repairs and existing pavements were com-
bined in one integrated instance, while the latter assumed
that two parts interacted with a specific interaction prop-
erty. Therefore, to determine the effect of interaction
properties on shear stress within pavements, different tan-
gential properties of the interface interaction were inves-
tigated, as shown in Table 7. In addition, the effect of
materials was investigated here by using HMA with sim-
ilar properties to the existing pavement as a baseline for
comparison.
The results of shear stress at the bonding area revealed

almost the same results using the merge function and
a rough (very high friction) interaction as the tangen-
tial property. Because the Coulomb model was used to
describe the friction, if the coefficient friction is 0.2, the
shear stress at the bonding area was reduced to nearly
half of that of the full bonding condition. According to
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Fig. 9 Comparisons of circular and rectangular shape for medium repairs, a and b are horizontal strain (E11) at 0.17s, c and d are shear stress (S13) at
0.17s, e and f are vertical deformation (U3) at 59.03s

Table 4 Pavement effect of medium size repairs for circle and rectangle at different time and locations

Time Period description Location Comparison %

Horizontal strain E11/ MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Bottom of surface layer 13.54

57.77s End of loading Bottom of surface layer 18.17

59.03s End of recovery Bottom of surface layer 31.73

0.17s End of the 1st loading Surface bonding area 58.76

57.77s End of loading Surface bonding area 72.62

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area 376.61

Vertical Displacement U3 /mm 0.17s End of the 1st loading Center of the repairs 0.611

57.77s End of loading Center of the repairs 1.074

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (rutting) 21.525

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (heaving) 39.947

Vertical shear stress S13/MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Surface bonding area 14.23

57.77s End of loading Surface bonding area 14.23

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area 23.39

0.17s End of the 1st loading Under the imprint -43.38

57.77s End of loading Under the imprint -50.87

59.03s End of recovery Under the imprint 10.47

Note: Comparisons indicates the percent improvement of the circle shape compared to the rectangular one. Positive number means circle shaped patch is performs better
than rectangular one for the corresponding impact factor. And the larger the positive percentage is, the more noticeable this corresponding improved effect is
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Fig. 10 Comparisons of circular and rectangular shape for large repairs, a and b are horizontal strain (E11) at 0.17s, c and d are shear stress (S13) at
0.17s, e and f are vertical deformation (U3) at 59.03s

Table 5 Pavement effect of large size repairs for circle and rectangle at different time and locations

Time Period description Location Comparison %

Horizontal strain E22/ MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Tension zone 3.63

57.77s End of loading Tension zone 4.41

59.03s End of recovery Tension zone 4.72

0.17s End of the 1st loading Compression zone 2.83

57.77s End of loading Compression zone 5.97

59.03s End of recovery Compression zone 7.34

Vertical Displacement U3 /mm 0.17s End of the 1st loading Center of the repairs -0.58

57.77s End of loading Center of the repairs -2.06

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (heaving) 27.08

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area (rutting) -5.31

Vertical shear stress S23/MPa 0.17s End of the 1st loading Surface bonding area 9.00

57.77s End of loading Surface bonding area 12.03

59.03s End of recovery Surface bonding area 51.39

0.17s End of the 1st loading Under the imprint 0.33

57.77s End of loading Under the imprint 0.23

59.03s End of recovery Under the imprint 0.31

Note: Comparisons indicates the percent improvement of the circle shape compared to the rectangular one. Positive number means circle shaped patch is performs better
than rectangular one for the corresponding impact factor. And the larger the positive percentage is, the more noticeable this corresponding improved effect is
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Fig. 11 Responses of pavements with circular and rectangular repairs at bonding areas

Yoo et al. [27], the common friction coefficient should
range from 0.2 to 1.0. Additionally, if the interface of
repairs and existing pavement was simulated as friction-
less bonding, the shear stress at the bonding area was
much lower than any other simulations with friction at
the interface. The frictionless simulation also led to shear
stress to be less than that of pavements patched with the
same HMA materials. Therefore, using frictionless bond-
ing as the interaction was unreliable, because the two
parts were completely separated apart in the frictionless
condition. Patching with the same HMA as existing pave-
ment leads to less shear stress compared to the same
rough condition with CMA. This indicates that shear
stresses also depend on the patching materials. In addi-
tion, as the mesh density increases from Mesh 0 to Mesh
1 to Mesh 2, the shear stress at bonding tends to reach a

stable value, which is consistent with the conclusions of
the “Mesh sensitivity analysis” section.

Material sensitivity analysis

HMA materials and epoxy materials were applied in sim-
ilar models to understand the effect of material choice
on performance of a patched pavement structure. Epoxy
materials were represented as linear elastic to under-
stand the benefits of patching with non-bituminous elastic
materials. To minimize the effect of varying sizes and
shapes, only circular patches with a smaller size than tire
imprint were employed in these simulations. At three crit-
ical times, the vertical surface displacements and vertical
shear stresses at the bonding area were compared in terms
of materials in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12 Total strain energy versus the number of elements

Note that horizontal tensile strain at bottom of the sur-
face layer and surface vertical deformation of HMA are
less than that of CMA. Horizontal tensile strain at bottom
of the surface layer and vertical deformation of epoxy are
less than that of HMA. These differences are increased by
additional cycles of loading, indicating again the impor-
tance of using viscoelastic modeling for CMA and HMA.
For Fig. 13c, since HMA is similar to existing pavement
materials, HMA results in the least shear stress at the
bonding area, while CMA patches lead to the largest shear
stress at bonding among three patching materials. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the stiffness differential
between repair materials and existing pavement materials
plays a significant role in influencing bonding quality.

Conclusions and recommendations
In this study, viscoelastic models of pavement sections
with and without patches of different types were estab-
lished using an Abaqus finite element model. Observa-
tions of deformations, stresses and strains within the

existing pavement and patch result in the following con-
clusions:

1. Short-term loading from the static loading condition
test, which represents the response to moving traffic
loads best, indicates large differences in strains
between patched and unpatched sections. This
indicates the importance of patching pavement
defects to protect a pavement structure and surface
from further damage.

2. Within cyclic loading simulations, circular patches of
the same size as tire imprints or smaller show a
reduction in bottom tensile strains, shear stresses at
bonding areas, and surface displacement (especially
heaving) compared to rectangular repairs. However,
circular patches do not lead to an obvious improved
influence on shear stresses under the edge of the tire
imprint area. Large circular repairs reduce horizontal
strain and vertical shear stress, while resulting in less
impact on vertical displacements.

Table 6 Comparison of FEA results with WinJULEA results

WinJulea Abaqus
Mesh 0

Abaqus
Mesh 1

Abaqus
Mesh 2

Abaqus
Mesh C

Comparison percentage (Absolute value)

Number of elements 20415 46160 72212 224 Abaqus
Mesh 0

Abaqus
Mesh 1

Abaqus
Mesh 2

Abaqus
Mesh C

Tensile strain at the bottom of
surface layer

2.02E-04 1.61E-04 1.60E-04 1.81E-04 8.60E-05 20% 21% 10% 57.43%

Surface displacement 2.12E-01 1.33E-01 1.25E-01 1.29E-01 3.24E-01 39% 41% 39% 52.59%

Shear stress at the edge of tire 5.78E-01 7.64E-01 6.43E-01 6.13E-01 3.27E-01 32% 11% 6% 44.03%
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Table 7 Interface simulation improvement

Description Shear stress at bonding area at 0.17s

Original Mesh 0 and merge function with CMA simulated 0.0877

Original Mesh 0 and rough interaction with CMA simulated 0.0897

Fine Mesh 1 and rough interaction with CMA simulated 0.1169

Fine Mesh 1 and Coulomb friction model: coefficient of friction 0.2 with CMA simulated 0.0683

Fine Mesh 1 and frictionless interaction with CMA simulated 0.0526

Fine Mesh 1 and rough interaction with the same HMA simulated 0.0601

Fine Mesh 2 and rough interaction with CMA simulated 0.1248

3. When a patch size is close to the size of the tire
imprint, the patching area is more vulnerable because
the effect on the two most critical regions (imprint
area and bonding area) overlap, which greatly
influences the patch performance. These differences
are often compounded by modeling the effects of
time dependent material behavior over many loading

cycles. This indicates the importance of using a
viscoelastic model to capture the material behavior.

4. Stiffer materials may cause higher shear stress at the
interface between existing pavement and patches,
resulting in increased risk of debonding. However,
using a stiffer patching material results in less strain
and rutting.

Fig. 13 Effect of material choice on a tensile strain at bottom of surface layer, b surface displacement and c shear stress at bonding area
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Overall, these conclusions have important practical
implications. Based on the predicted mechanical response
of flexible pavements when exposed to patching, patch-
ing in a circular shape should be considered for patches of
similar size or smaller than the tire imprint. For a larger
patch, the shape of is not as important. In addition, a
selection of patching materials with high modulus is rec-
ommended when patching. Finally, defects similar to the
tire sizemay be themost critical to patch, since they create
high stresses.

Future studies
In future studies, the viscoelastic properties of multiple
sources of CMA and HMA obtained from lab tests can
be used to construct and show a clearer and more reli-
able comparison using the developed model. Laboratory
tests such as the wheel tacking test should be considered
as a comparison to verify the reliability of the simulation
in a laboratory setting. Future studies should also focus
on optimizing the simulated bonding condition based on
a realistic representation of the default bond between
different materials and the use of tack coats. Frequency
and loading position were also not considered, as they
are outside the scope of this study, and evaluating them
would require more computational resources than avail-
able. These should be a subject of future research in this
area. Considering the computational costs and diverse
models, the current element sizes and distributions has
provided sufficient numbers of elements for reasonable
results. However, finer meshes with smaller and more
elements are expected to provide more accurate results.
Infinite elements can be used in FEA to better simulate
the field condition and help promote the comparison with
WinJULEA computational results.
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